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After being turned out of his earthly paradise, Candide
wandered off without thinking which way he was going.
—Voltaire, Candide
Wedged between ocean, mountains, and desert, the
California Republic shows promise of becoming a wasted
place of exile, a prison without restraint, an asylum without
treatment, a poor house without alms, an arena of boundless
opportunity and limitless despair.
—Hugh Cress, A Pocket History of the Dissolution,
Cosmo Press, 2064
October 25, 2075
Forest Service District 39
California Republic
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The First Day

—1—

T

he road lurches over the hillside, staggers through a
few turns, and shrinks to one lane next to a rusted
green sign so faded that only the town name, “Templeton,”
and the “Forest Service Center” are legible. Worn away by
time, weather, and indifference, the mileage is forgotten.
It doesn’t matter. Except for the stage buses, strangers
seldom travel the road and, even if they do, they can see
the District Administrative Center even before coming
to the sign. The spear-straight firs that had once covered
the gentle slope and obscured the view of Templeton are
now just a memory recalled by a cemetery of bleached and
rotten stumps. Templeton is as Bran has always known it;
green, slope-roofed, homely buildings, baled like recycled
newspapers by its sixteen-foot high double barbed-wire
fence.
Bran looks at Mavis and eases Morningstar, his roan
mare, around the section of the pavement that had collapsed
after a long-ago slide. Every pitch and pothole of the road
are as familiar to him as the teeth in his mouth. For the
last three years, since his fifteenth birthday, he has ridden it
once a week to pick up the little mail that the Glade receives.
Outlaws of the highest class since the Dissolution of the
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United States, the Glade community pays no taxes but gets
no public services. Since the General Land Distribution,
the community of no more than forty families has lived in a
narrow enclave in the forest; gardening, grazing their sheep,
apart from the world they reject and fear.
And now in just ten days Bran has to bring the Glade into
the greater community or they will be thrown off of their
land. Hidden in the lining of his pack is a fortune, $20,000
Old Dollars. Never having gone further than Templeton, he
has to travel to the other end of the California Republic to
a place called Irvine and register a long overdue claim to the
land before it is forfeit forever.
“Scared?” asks Mavis as she and her dappled bay mare
come up to him. She looks at him, the forget-me-not blue of
her narrow eyes bleached by the morning sun.
“No,” he replies in a muffled unconvincing way. Recalling
something, he says with an undercurrent of amusement,
“The Elder gave me a map so old I’m afraid to open it.” He
turns to look at Mavis. “Micah looked at the map and said
I’d be lucky to get as far as Templeton with it. And he is
right. Templeton isn’t even on it.”
“As long as Los Angeles is, you’ll make it,” she says, her
voice soft and reassuring. Bran isn’t so sure. Had the Elder
told him to run the fifteen miles to Templeton and back he
would have done so with more innate confidence than he
felt approaching this journey alone.
“I still can’t figure out why they picked me.”
“You’re the best, that’s why. You’re strong; you can make
snap decisions just like you do on the hyde ball field.”
“Abner’s smarter, and just about as strong.”
“Abner cares too much about himself to have thrown
himself under the wheels of a backing truck to save the
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life of a child, as you did.” says Mavis, looking at him with
admiration and wonder.
“It was sort of like diving for a hyde ball. I had no time
to think about it. I just landed on Phil and rolled with him
between the tires. And if you think it is courageous you
should have seen how my hands shook afterward.”
“Bran, bravery comes straight out of your heart. It’s either
there or it isn’t.”
He smiles and feels self-conscious. Praise, even coming
from someone who loves him, always embarrassed him.
For sixteen years, since Ragnar had found him on the road
clutching his dead mother, Bran has been nurtured by
the Glade. Raised by Leah, Mavis’s mother, as one of her
own children, Bran has lived in the same room with Mavis
and brawled with her brother, Peter. Taught to be a skilled
gardener and a shepherd, Bran knows virtually nothing of
the world beyond Templeton. It is a fog to him.
At least they might have sent two of us, Bran thinks. Things
could happen and no one would know about it. The pack
could be stolen; he could be murdered. The roads are full
of robbers, people say. But the Elder thought that one poor
young man traveling alone would attract the least attention.
Mavis coughs, the dry residue of a cold. She is wearing
the deerskin pants and soft store-bought white cotton shirt
that he gave her for her eighteenth birthday. Bran studies her,
trying to etch the details in his mind as if for the first time.
Her hair, the faded golden shade of a mountain meadow
in late summer, gleams softly and falls in an arc over her
sun-browned cheek. Her narrow blue eyes turn toward him,
gentle as always, looking like they know his thoughts.
“They could of sent us both,” he says, thinking how good
she is at smelling danger before it arrives.
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She answers with a rueful no, and coughs again, her hand
over her mouth.
A chickadee calls, and Bran turns to see it peer into a
hole in the bark of a tree. The mine comes to mind, midway
up the western flank of the Glade, the grey scar of its tailings
running almost to the base of the slope. A frightening place,
its reaches dripping and unknown, the cave has always drawn
them to it. To keep children from straying into the tunnel,
Micah, the head gardener, used to say that the soughing of
the wind on the ridge is the cry of the trapped miners and
for many years Mavis had believed him. And now the mine
posed a real threat. Some company wanted to reopen it and
has filed a claim to the entire valley.
“Remember the time I killed the rattler up at the mine
and put it under Peter’s bed?” he says.
The memory of it reflected in her eyes, she says, “The
scar on your forehead sometimes reminds me.” Peter had
wrestled Bran to the ground and bashed his forehead against
a rock. “He was furious.”
“It doesn’t take much to make him mad.” The mine has
other memories for them both. Years ago they had been
caught by a sudden spring rain and taken shelter inside the
cave mouth. There they had first known each other as mates.
“Don’t forget to ride Morningstar, or at least let her run
by herself. She won’t wander too far.” He says this in the few
minutes before they would part at the stage bus, knowing
that it might be for the last time. Somehow he never has the
right words in his mouth.
“Yes.” She looks away again and he studies her profile,
the upper lip tilted and set ahead of the lower, the little
smile fixed in the corner of her mouth. Caleb, his black and
white mottled sheep dog, is trotting by his side looking up
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expectantly. Often as not, he didn’t go along on the ride
into Templeton, preferring his own amusements around the
Glade. This time, perhaps he understands that this trip is special,
Bran thinks.
A fast trot takes them to the town gate, watched listlessly
by an elderly Forest Service officer in his sun-faded green
uniform. He waves Bran in and they ride between the
unadorned square wood houses, drab as poverty, toward the
wide square. A thin woman in a brown loose-fitting dress sits
on a stoop, knitting, and takes no notice of them. Nearby, two
khaki-clad legs protrude out from under a faded, banged-up
pickup truck, its hood open like a mouth. Why, he wonders,
do they bother to keep those wrecks going when a horse
would forage for itself, require no impossible-to-obtain parts,
and even be a companion to the rider?
Mavis looks around and says, “This is such a sorry place.
I hate coming here.”
“I’m used to it. After a while you stop seeing the things
that bother you.”
They ride into the town center and see the wide, twostory wooden Forest Service Administration Building. Two
sides of the square have one-story shops that sell necessities
and a few luxuries, clothing, hardware, tools, flour, rice, and
small quantities of tea and coffee for those who can afford
them. The Templeton Theater alternated films with live
entertainers. Its flat marquee advertises a variety show and
a Tarzan film. Bran looks at it with the same curiosity he
always felt, as he has never been to a film. The people at
the Glade thought that making your own entertainment is
healthier than watching someone else’s. Maybe he would see
one on this trip, if things went smoothly, and he got to Los
Angeles in three days as planned. And why shouldn’t he; the
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stage buses run from district to district. He has only to go
from one to the other. Bran gazes at the other buildings; the
three bars, the two cafes—one with tablecloths, one without—
and the Casino, where people played the stock market game
or rolled dice.
Opposite the administration building is the stone
courthouse and jail and two churches—one with a spire,
one without. A few cars, dusty, oxidized, and dented, are
parked in front of the shops, along with some pickup
trucks. Farmers are setting up tables or cloths on the
ground in the grass-covered square and elderly men, their
clothes faded and washed too many times, are lounging in
front of any store that provided a bench, or sitting on the
public benches in the square, bent over checkerboards or
cards.
As always, a few homeless children, motley as the everpresent congregation of dogs, are looking around hopefully
for their next meal. Bran thinks of Ephus, the boy that he
had picked up on the square and brought back to the Glade
just six months before. He still refused to sleep on a bed and
was only now getting used to shoes. He had formed a strong
attachment to Bran, following him everywhere. “See if you
can keep Ephus from running off, Mavis.” He had wanted to
go along on the trip with Bran and when Bran had refused,
Ephus had run off into the woods to sulk. He hadn’t even
been around that morning to say goodbye.
“If he does, he’ll just come back when you do.” Mavis
has a way with young children—one of her jobs is caring for
them while their parents are working—but so far Ephus has
eluded her.
A gaggle of farmers surrounds the door of the red and
blue striped, snub-nosed bus parked in front of the Evergreen
6
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Cafe. The bus driver is still on the roof receiving boxes and
bundles, and tying them down.
“I guess this is it,” says Bran, swinging out of his saddle
and dropping the reins on Morningstar’s smooth neck. Bran
unties his pack and slings it loosely over one broad shoulder.
Mavis also swings down. Holding the reins in her left
hand she looks up at him, love mingling with sadness in her
level gaze, and says, “I packed some extra things at the last
minute. You never know what you’ll need. And Mom’s food
is in the outside pocket where you can get to it.” She reaches
up, caresses his thick, sable-dark hair and gazes thoughtfully
into his gold-flecked green eyes. Her own eyes brighten under
tears. She sniffs and forces her lips into a smile of apology as
he wraps his arms around her and holds tight.
“How much time do we have?” she asks, looking sidewise
at the bus.
“Just enough to say goodbye.”
“Then take this for the road,” and she reaches around his
neck and kisses him softly. “And remember that I love you.”
“I’ll be back so soon you won’t even have time to miss
me.”
The last of the passengers carrying their smaller bundles
have boarded and the driver says, “Better get on if you’re
coming, or you’ll have a whole day to kiss that pretty girl till
I come back.”
Bran pulls away, feeling at once the lack of her touch and,
still looking at her, he mounts the worn metal tread into the
bus. The driver is already in his seat and the engine is cranking
and coughing. Gears clash, and the bus jerks forward with an
undulating whine, throwing Bran against a chrome bar. He
stumbles toward the only empty seat and watches as Mavis’s
smiling, melancholy face flicks from window to window until
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it is gone and he is seized with an anxious feeling akin to
sliding down the sheer face of a cliff. He sits down on a narrow
bench; knees braced against the back of the seat in front, his
pack perched on his lap. As the bus bounces through the
town gate and on to the familiar road ahead he begins to
savor the unexpected. It is the familiar pre-game anticipation.
He isn’t sure how, but his innate confidence tells him that he
will do what he has to do.

—2—
Nearly every seat in the bus is taken by farmers in blue
work shirts, shoulder-to-shoulder with migrant workers and
road-worn, long- distance travelers in rumpled clothes. The
baggage rack is stuffed and overflowing, and the floor is
strewn with bundles wrapped in brown paper or burlap cloth,
shabby suitcases, and even an open weave basket confining
two agitated white chickens. Even the dusty air is full, the
rancid smell of poultry mingling with sweat and the stench
of gasoline exhaust.
Bran looks out of the dusty windows at blurred but still
familiar landmarks as the bus lurches along and he sees ahead
the place where Ragnar found him. The stone that marks his
mother’s grave is the boundary of his known world. Beyond
it, the trees, rocks, and streambeds would tell him nothing
and he looks back feeling a sense of loss and wanting to cling
as long as he can to the familiar.
The man next to him is slumped in a doze, someone
behind him breaks into a loose cough, and a baby begins an
ear-piercing cry. They pass an old man in a tattered coat, a
bed roll slung over his shoulder, stumbling along the road,
and he recalls four blind people he’d once seen walking on
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the highway, hand in hand; literally the blind leading the
blind, their heads tilted strangely up, as if to follow the sun.
Nothing he could do on this trip would be half as difficult
as that. All they had was a white stick while he has his eyes
and his wits. Bran looks at the watch that Thule, the head
of the Counsel, had given him and he realizes that they have
already traveled for half an hour.
He must remember to wind the watch. Thule rang the bell
at dawn and Leah rang it before meals. Life’s flow was even,
the rhythm steady. Long summer days spent in mountain
pastures with the sheep; in the spring, the cultivation of
the vegetable garden with its high, mulch-rich beds; short,
languid winter days with night poised behind the ridge, and
long nights spent in the warm kitchen with Leah, Mavis,
and Peter, or in the warmth of their own bed with the wind
tearing at the corner of their cabin. Whatever happened has
happened many times before. Even mishaps, like the attacks
of starved coyotes on the sheep, were anticipated.
He thinks of the people of the Glade, outwardly gentle,
committed to a non-violent way of life, safe in their isolated
valley from all but nature’s harsh indifference. Not that there
weren’t grievances, grudges; but these are aired at public
meetings, rituals that somehow managed to clean the dirt
out of people’s wounds. Bran looks at the man next to him
and wonders if he could be trusted, something that never
came to mind at the Glade. At the Glade a person always
knew the other’s strengths and weaknesses. He remembers
Leah’s advice as she gave him a goodbye bear hug and a wet
kiss tasting of soup. “Don’t trust strangers.” The rocking,
the constant vibration combined with the little sleep of the
night before makes him drowsy. At first he fights it off until
he wraps his arms around his pack and slides into a doze,
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broken occasionally by the sharp sway of the bus and the
squeal of brakes.
A wheedling, nasal voice close to his ear brings him fully
awake. The man next to him is slight and round-shouldered.
He has a long thin nose and shrewd dark eyes that remind
Bran of a crow. He grins, displaying long yellow teeth and
runs a delicate hand over the stubble of his wrinkled cheek.
With his bright, feverish eyes glued to Bran he says, “I had
no time to buy food in Templeton having been up late
the night before owing to my performance and overslept
as a consequence thereof.” Bran nods, not completely
understanding his peculiar language, and wonders why the
man is telling him this. “I thought that you might have a
few morsels to spare for which I would gladly pay,” the man
continues as he pinches his nose and opens his palm to reveal
two quarters. He snaps the fingers of his other hand and two
more quarters appear in his palm. Bran looks on fascinated,
never having seen human hands move so quickly and with
such grace. His eyes on Bran, the man repeats his tricks all
the while saying, “Magic, transmigration, concatenation,
transmogrification, tintinnabulation, confabulation, the
science of necromancy passed from generation to generation
from the Druids down to this very time in which we live.”
Bran stares at the man’s hands but says nothing and the man
adds, “Alas, a quarter is indigestible, lacking basic nutrition,
tender though it may be.”
Not expecting to be paid, Bran pulls a small link of deer
sausage out of the side pocket of the pack and hands it to
his neighbor who takes it between thumb and forefinger,
rolls it to his palm, and with a flick of his wrist makes it
disappear, only to be seen a moment later clutched in his
teeth like a cigar. Between chewing, he announces with an
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officious tone, “I am, as should be obvious, Jonah Wells,
prestidigitator, although you may already recognize me from
my performance in the variety show last evening, the cause
of my late hours.”
He is about to say no when the bus lurches more than
usual, throwing him against Jonah and, before they can adjust
to the roll, it swings back in the other direction throwing
him hard against the arm of the seat. A baby’s terrified cry
is heard over the squeal of tires and screech of brakes as the
bus, gaining speed in its descent, tilts wildly from one curve
to another. Bran looks forward, sees the driver spinning the
wheel and he realizes with welling fear that the bus has lost
its brakes.
Packages shift and hurl out of the baggage rack and fall on
the passengers. The basket housing the chickens splits open
as it topples over and the white birds flap up to the ceiling
only to drop to the floor. Passengers grip seat arms and backs
and some scream. Bran looks at his companion and sees that
his eyes are wide with terror as the bus skids across the gravel
on the edge of the road, teeters indecisively for a moment,
before tumbling over the rock-strewn edge. The bus slides
down the steep embankment on its side, scraping over rocks
with a tearing shower of sparks, shoving loose rock ahead of
it, and snapping young trees. Passengers on the high side,
among them Bran and Jonah, spill out of their seats. Legs
and arms twisting and shattering, they tumble like clothes in
a wash machine amid the boxes and flying packages.
The slide stops at the base of the slope in a grassy
meadow. Bran is wedged between Jonah, the seat across
the aisle, and the sharp edge of a box. He feels a stabbing
pain in his shoulder and he fights off losing consciousness
only to be overcome by nausea. The only possible exit, a
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row of windows, is now the ceiling reached by a ladder
with only one rung, the aisle armrest. Screams, moans,
and angry curses resound as people blindly tear and
wrench at each other to get free. Mangled words float
above the anguished voices and he hears a woman crying,
“My baby!”
Bran pushes the box aside, struggles to his feet, and looks
around. People are climbing toward the windows, shoving
the weak aside. Bran shouts, “Stay in your place or nobody
will get out!”
At the rear, a thin woman is hammering the window marked
“Emergency Exit” with her bare fist. Jonah is standing on the
seat arm struggling to open a jammed window. “Somebody
get me something to break this window before the bus catches
fire!” Jonah shouts as he wrestles with the handles.
Bran wrenches forward, intending to help until he feels
the pain and sees white, flashing spots. As his eyes focus, he
sees that a farmer in faded jeans, his peaked cap still on his
head, is clinging to the driver’s seat and looking for tools,
but the driver, slumped forward, his arm twisted into the
wheel, is in the way.
A window near the center of the bus shatters, and for a
moment the cries of the injured stop as repeated blows of
a rock wielded by a small, determined hand breaks out the
remaining glass. Then a head covered with walnut brown
hair thrusts through the jagged frame and Bran recognizes
Ephus’s searching round eyes and tapered face. At that
moment, a pair of ham-like arms covered with black hair
pushes Ephus back and a bullet-headed man jams his thick
torso into the window and becomes wedged. Gasping as the
sharp edges of glass cut into his stomach and arms, he forces
his way through and escapes.
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“The emergency window is open!” a woman shouts, and
some of the pushing is channeled to the rear. Bran looks
behind him and sees that a man, long-faced and spare, is
wedged in his seat against a flabby woman in a pale blue
dress. Her head is pitched at an angle, blood trickles out
of her mouth, and her eyes are locked in an agonized stare.
“Bran?” He hears Ephus’ high-pitched voice from the
side of the bus next to the window.
“It’s OK,” Bran shouts back, and with his free arm and good
shoulder, he forces the seat back to help the man. As the man
pulls around him, he is relieved to see his pack on the floor
under the seat next to the legs of the woman with the broken
neck. He picks it up and tries with his free arm to help people
untangle themselves from seats and baggage as he moves toward
the broken window. “Everybody will get out,” he says. Two
uninjured men perched on seat arms just in front, and behind
the broken window steady and shove as singly, the passengers
move through it, cutting themselves on the jagged glass.
Helping as much as he is able, Bran finally reaches the
window. Steeled against the pain of wedging his injured
shoulder through the tight opening, he pulls himself out
onto the side of the bus, takes his pack from one of the
men, and sits down next to Ephus waiting for the pain to
subside. “How in hell did you get here?” he asks the boy.
“Same as you. I waited for the bus and I jumped on the
ladder where the bus almost stops where the road fell down.
You know the place.”
Bran shakes his head, admiring the boy’s tenacity. “Why?”
“I told you I was going with you.”
“I guess I ought to thank you.” Ephus, seeing the
gratitude in Bran’s expression, breaks into an open-mouthed
grin, exposing his oversized front teeth. Bran looks up at the
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path of the bus, scraped clean of rocks and shrubs, strewn
with the broken crates and bundles that had been stacked
on the roof. The bullet-headed man is already climbing up
the slope to the road while others either stand in pairs or
alone, looking stunned and confused, or sit on the ground
clutching injured parts of their bodies.
“How did you keep from getting killed?”
“I grabbed one of them bundles on the roof and jumped
clear as the bus went over.”
A woman appears in the window, clinging to her limp
baby, its head gashed and bloody. She stares out through
blind, swollen eyes and freezes, not hearing the people inside
coaxing her to move. With his good arm, Bran gently touches
her shoulder. He looks into her eyes trying to reach her and
says, “Take my arm. I’ll help.”
She stares at him, her eyes come alive, and she begins
to move forward. After the woman has passed through the
window, someone inside hands Bran a small box with a red
cross painted on it. He gives it to Ephus and climbs along the
side to the rear and lowers himself across the roof ladder to
the ground. Ephus jumps down as Bran looks around and
wonders what to do. He sees Jonah standing near a pile of
soft bundles and goes to him. “Maybe somebody can use
this,” Bran says, handing him the first-aid kit.
Jonah opens it and paws among the rolls of bandage,
finds a bottle and puts it in his pocket saying, “This might
do some good,” but he makes no move to help anyone.
Bran is about to say something to Ephus when he hears a
pop like a firecracker. A tall man in a red quilted jacket with
a pistol held in his hand is looking down at another man as
he staggers back and falls, clutching his arm. At first Bran
doesn’t comprehend. He had been told the world beyond
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the Glade is violent and treacherous but he hadn’t expected
to see it so suddenly.
“We better git,” Ephus says as he disappears around the
corner of the bus. The man looks around, the pistol held
loosely in his hand. Is it simply two enemies whose dispute
has reached a climax under the pressure of the accident, or
have they been fighting over possession of the box next to
the wounded man? The one with the gun looks his way and
Bran thinks of the money in the pack slung across his good
shoulder. He can’t take the chance that the man is a thief. As
the man takes a step toward the bus, Bran backs behind it and
runs toward the trees, half blinded by the pain in his shoulder.

—3—
Bran reaches the screen of trees and slides to the ground
gasping from the pain. He leans back against a tree trunk
and tries to decide what to do next. He could try to reach the
next town and find a doctor. He can’t go back to the Glade.
It is already too far. Movement in the bushes near him brings
him out of his thoughts. Drawing his hunting knife out of its
sheath, he flattens against the tree trunk. The rustling stops
and he is relieved to hear Ephus call his name. Bran comes
out from behind the tree and sees the boy. Jonah’s timorous
profile immediately appears from behind another tree.
Before they can say anything, they are startled by another
shot coming from the meadow.
Bran flicks his thumb and they move through the
bushes down a slope which grows increasingly steep until
Bran digs his heels into the soft soil and mulch to break his
speed. Ephus moves ahead, springing down the slope like
a goat. At the bottom, Bran collapses against a tree next to
15
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a nearly dry streambed and bites his lip against the pain
in his shoulder. He looks up and sees Jonah descending
cautiously but with surprising agility.
“Thought I’d break my neck,” says Jonah as he slides the
final yard and dusts himself off from the shoulders of his
worn, faded black jacket down to his rumpled grey pants.
“We seem to have strayed from the beaten path as they say,”
says Jonah with a gloomy frown deepening the creases in his
forehead. “I heard the shot, saw you run, and followed.” Bran
looks at Ephus, who is kicking at pebbles and scrutinizing
Jonah through narrowed eyes.
“You look like you’ve got some pain,” says Jonah.
“It’s pretty bad. If you’re a real magician maybe you can
make it disappear.”
Bran meant that as a joke, but Jonah chewed his lips and
seemed to take it seriously. “Maybe I can.”
“You know something about slipped joints?
“Could be,” says Jonah and he tentatively takes hold
of Bran’s arm and probes the injured area with his fingers.
“We’ll have that back in place before you can recite the Lord’s
Prayer. You a religious man, Bran? Well if you are, then pray
that I know what I’m doing. Sure wish we had half a pint of
alcohol, though.”
“What for?” asks Bran, breathing hard as Jonah continues
to feel the shoulder.
“Half for you for the pain and the rest for me to steady
my nerves,” Jonah says, chewing his narrow lips.
“You know what you’re doing?”
The comment provokes a look, at once sober and
whimsical, and Jonah replies in a stage-deepened voice, “My
boy, it’s not a proper question at this time. You have no
choice. I am your only hope.”
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Bran stares at him for a moment then leans back against
the trunk of the tree. For the first time Jonah looks at Ephus,
and as he kneels beside Bran, he says in a commanding voice,
“Get the man a stick.”
“What kinda stick?”
“One to bite down on.”
Ephus finds a stick and gives it to Bran. Before Bran
has it in his mouth, Jonah, with sure rapid movements and
strength, seizes Bran’s arm, pulls, twists, and returns the joint
to its socket with a crackle of cartilage. Bran sees flashes of
light. When his eyes focus he sees Ephus looking worried.
Next to him Jonah stands, hunched over like a crow, biting
a fingernail as though nothing unusual has happened.
“Better?”
“You did it,” Bran says, feeling relieved despite the
pulsing ache.
“Did I?” asks Jonah, looking both incredulous and
pleased with himself. “You’re white as a sheet. Lie back and
rest. We’ve got no place to go.”
Bran lies back, using his pack as a pillow. Jonah sits down
beside him while Ephus meanders along the stream, his eyes
shifting from place to place like an animal foraging for food,
repeatedly looking back toward Bran as if to reassure himself
that he is still there.
A single cascade of light falling through the canopy of
a bay tree catches Bran’s attention and he breaths the still,
dry, late-summer air and reads its yielding signs. Only the
merest trickle of water, a stranger to the streambed finding
its unfamiliar way, reminds him that rain has fallen that
week. It is serene, peaceful like the Glade, yet just above
are the injured and a man who is not afraid to kill, he
thinks.
17
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Through half-shut eyes, Bran watches Jonah clean his
nails with a pocketknife. “Why don’t you take a little rest,”
Jonah says without looking up.
Maybe Leah is wrong about strangers, at least this one,
Bran thinks as he looks at the man’s deeply lined face. He
looks a little like Noah, one of the Council members and is
about the same age. His eyes close, and drifting in a current
of fatigue, Bran sees the Council seated in the undulant
light of the Elder’s fire. Thule, stout and bald, is splayed
uncomfortably on a log. Next to him is Noah, the spare
shepherd who seldom spoke an unnecessary word. Micah,
the head gardener, the third Council member, a wiry man
with a thick red nose and glasses, is sitting on the end of the
log, hunched over and whittling a twig with his pocketknife.
Spare and erect as a fir tree, the Elder stands before them,
his white hair unruly, dressed in course homespun loose
pants and shirt, a sheepskin cape flung over his shoulders
against the night chill. They are listening as Thule speaks in
his halting way of the danger to the Glade.
Something called the Standard Company has applied for
the right to operate the mine on the ridge above the Glade.
Unless their community perfected its claim by obtaining the
patent to the land by the end of the month, Standard would
have the mine and their land with it. Almost $200,000
New Dollars is needed to obtain the patent, but living on
what they grew and made themselves, they are lucky to put
together a tenth of that.
Bran asked why they hadn’t secured their right to the
land before, and the Elder explained that at the time of the
general land distribution the people of the Glade had refused
to pay for a patent to the land, choosing on principle to be
outlaws, to live outside the law and its protection. But their
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leader, Ragnar, had secretly set the money aside and passed it
to the Elder at his death. With that revelation, the Elder gave
Thule a roll of Old Dollars in a leather pouch and he urged,
if not commanded, the Council to send Bran south to Irvine
to register the patent.
How foolish they had been, thought Bran, to wait until
it was almost too late. What use is a principle if it kept you
from doing what is best for you? It is a shoe with a hole in
it, he muses, and with his eyes closed, his senses melted by
unguent sunlight falling through the branches, he slips into
a doze. A gentle prodding of his good arm brings Bran out
of a deep sleep and he sees Ephus’s smooth, tapered face
and Jonah’s deeply creased face, bending over him, looking
impatient and expectant.
“We’ll need to find shelter for the night,” says Jonah.
Bran yawns, measures the pain in his shoulder, and sits up.
He takes some sausage out of his pack and divides it between
them. Jonah chews enthusiastically and looks gratefully at
Bran, reminding him of his dog, Caleb.
“What’s in it? Deer?” he asks and then confesses that he
has, in his lifetime, eaten gopher, muskrat, horse, dog, and
cat during the Great Parch. Ephus wrinkles his upper lip in
disgust.
“Time to move on,” says Bran, squinting into the slanting
rays of the sun. He knew the bus schedules and there was no
point in going back to the road, and certainly not in the
vicinity of the accident. Ephus looks expectant and Bran
smiles down at him. “Ephus, why don’t you try and get us
to some shelter. Tomorrow we can get back to the road and
flag down a bus.” His mobile face brightens and Ephus
immediately starts picking his way along the rocky stream’s
edge, crossing bars of light and shadow.
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“Hope he knows where he’s going,” says Jonah, his voice
nasal and anxious.
“Better than a hound,” says Bran and he thinks back
on the first time he’d seen Ephus. There had always been
something different about him. A lively intelligence shown
from his bright eyes and, despite his circumstances, there was
something sure about him as though, fragile as his existence
was, he somehow managed to get along. Bran had observed
him, deftly stealing food from farmers on market days.
It had taken six months before he had agreed to come
to the Glade with Bran. Even after sharing food with him,
talking gently, gradually winning his confidence, it was the
promise of a ride on Morningstar, as much as anything, that
had impelled Ephus to come with him. Bran recalled his
surprise at the child’s cleanliness the day he brought him
back to the Glade. He bathed in cold streams, even washed
his clothes, but he was suspicious of soap. And he continued
to sleep out of doors, even on cold nights, only compromising
on the night of the first rain when Bran had gotten up to
find him asleep just inside the door of the cabin back-to-back
with Caleb, the dog.
“You travel pretty light,” says Bran, looking at Jonah’s
little satchel.
“Everything I need; razor, clean shirt, underwear, and my
tricks.”
“What have you got in the way of tricks?”
“Since my trunk was destroyed in a fire, I just carry basic
magician’s tools; a wand, some handkerchiefs, and playing
cards. I also read minds when the spirit moves me.”
Mavis’s ability to intuit danger comes to mind and
a ripple of fear runs through him at the thought that
Jonah might learn of his money. They continue along the
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streambed as the shadows fade and color bleeds from the
leaves. High above the tree line in the western sky, the lucid
white afterglow slowly dies, until at last they find themselves
in the darkness of a cave. They stumble a lot and Bran is glad
of Ephus’s ability. He has no idea how far they have drifted
from the course of the road but is satisfied that their path is
taking them in the right direction.
Bran is thinking about Mavis, wondering what she is
doing, when he realizes that Ephus isn’t in front of him
anymore. He stops and Jonah soon comes up short behind
him. Within a minute or so, Ephus returns to announce that
he has come on a cache of aluminum cans and he wants to
take some of them. “I can get good money for them,” Ephus
says.
It would compensate the boy for his help, Bran reasons,
as they flatten the cans and stuff them into his poncho, its
ends tied together into a pack. He is amazed that Ephus had
spotted them in the darkness. At that moment, Bran thinks
that he could have no better companions than a magician
and healer, and a child that sees in the dark.
Ephus offers to give Jonah a share if he carries the bulky
pack, and Bran is surprised when Jonah agrees. They go on,
Ephus in the lead, and Jonah clanging behind, like a belled
goat. Before they have gone very far, Ephus stops again, this
time to announce that he has discovered a path used by
people. “The path hasta go to a cabin,” says Ephus, having
gotten down on his hands and knees to examine the ground.
“How do you know?” asks Jonah.
“I kin feel the outline of a heel of a shoe in the ground.”
They had walked for hours, and Bran had no idea how
soon they would find the next town. If the trace led to a
cabin at least they might find out how best to get to a town
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in the morning. “Let’s try it out,” Bran says. “Are you game,
Jonah?”
“I hope not,” Jonah replies as he falls in behind Bran. It
is even darker under the trees, but it is as if Ephus’s eyes have
shifted to the soles of his feet, for he moves along steadily
and without a sound. They have gone about fifty yards when
Bran hears Jonah stumble to the ground with a loud clatter
of metal and a hysterical cry. He turns back and finds the
man picking himself up to the clash of the cans. As Bran
gives him his good hand, Jonah whispers in a shaking voice,
“Something pushed me; an animal.”
“It must have run off, scared by the noise of the cans,” he
says to humor Jonah, assuming that he had simply stumbled
on a root. So he thinks at least, until he hears a crackling of
branches and sees a ghostly shape of something. Jonah must
have heard it too for his shaking is so violent that the cans
continuously rattle an alarm. Before Bran can push Jonah in
front of him, two dogs begin a menacing, staccato alarm and
Bran thinks, At least we’ve found a place to ask directions.
They catch up with Ephus and find him standing in front
of a barbed wire fence listening to the angry barking. Again
they hear the crackling of an animal in the dense branches
and Bran turns toward the sound, unsure what to expect.
For the second time he draws his knife out of the leather
sheath. Jonah’s attacker appears, a sanguine looking goat, no
doubt wondering how someone came to be on the path as it
returned home from a night of foraging.
A yellow light, barely stronger than a single match, lights
a doorway beyond the fence and another shape as white as
the goat, but human, approaches them calling, “Hush up,
Clarence, Opal! It’s only Corny, the goat.” The dogs pay no
attention to her and keep up their excited clamor, feeding
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on each other’s enthusiasm. It is an old woman’s voice, shrill
and quavering, and hearing it Bran is reassured. Ephus has
led them down the right path.
Jonah, in his dulcet, theatrical voice, says, “Madame, take
pity on three injured, lost victims of a bus accident.”
“Who’s that?” the woman says, a startled exclamation.
Bran adds in a calm and simple way, “Can you tell us
how to get to the nearest town? We got lost running away
from some thieves.”
After a pause she says, “You’re not thieves yourselves,
are you? If you are, you should know that there’s a loaded
shotgun pointed at you.” Her tone is earnest but steady,
considering that she is an old woman facing two strange
men. The flickering yellow light floats closer and he sees
what looks like the butt of a rifle.
“We’re not thieves, ma’am. I’m a farmer from up in the
Forest Service Enclave with an injured shoulder. And there’s
an old man and a boy with me.”
“You haven’t seen a goat out there, have you?” The voice
is lower now. “And get your hands up all the same until I can
get a look at you.”
“I can’t raise my arm.”
“Put up whatever you can and no tricks.” The floating light
comes to the fence and they see a slight old woman in a white
flannel gown, fine grey hair tied but floating around a pinched
and withered face, the face of a doll made from a dried apple. She
squints across the fence at them as the dogs, having grown tired
of the barking, stop after one more half-hearted exclamation.
“Just tell us the way to the next village,” Bran says, his
voice gentle and persuasive.
“It won’t do you any good to go there,” she says in a
peevish way. “You can come in here and rest if you like. The
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gate’s on your right. And let the goat in please.” They follow
her to a cabin lit by the feeble light of a dying fire. An old
man, emaciated, with a long face, the bones barely covered
by dry skin, is dozing in a crude rocking chair beside the
stone hearth.
Once they are inside the door the woman’s demeanor
softens. She smiles warmly and pays special attention to Ephus
who responds with his usual suspicious reserve. Without
asking, she serves them fresh bread, goat cheese, blackberry
preserves, and herb tea. When they are all seated around the
crude table on simple ladder-back chairs, she pulls a stool out
of the corner, sits down opposite her husband, and watches
them hunch over their food, accepting the occasional quick
glance of appreciation with a gentle, nostalgic expression.
After eating, Ephus looks around the room, spots an
empty corner, goes to it, and lies down on the floor, curling
up like a dog. The woman looks at her husband, his head
nodding against his chest. She puts three small logs on the
fire, pokes the embers with a stick until it blazes, throwing
swaying shadows around the walls.
“I’ve almost forgotten how to talk to guests. We see
so few people anymore.” Untethered, her tongue gambols
from garden seeds to the depth of winter frost. Memories
gush out of her. She speaks in different tones like music,
sometimes with wrenching emotion, at other times with a
leaf-light nostalgia, the memory of a bitter smile reflecting
in her eyes. Caught up in her feeling, even when he doesn’t
understand the things she is describing, Bran listens
attentively. A schoolteacher, she had lived with her husband,
an insurance broker, and their two children, a boy and a girl,
in a town called Hayward on the San Francisco Bay. While
her husband nods in his chair and Jonah cracks and gnaws
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on chestnuts from her tree, she speaks of the aftermath of
the Great Parch when everything stopped, seemed to start up
again, then slowly stopped for good.
She stops to poke the fire, put a blanket around her
husband and continues. The towns around the bay took
years to die. Everything that happened affected everyone
else. People were out of work, homeowners defaulted in
their loans, people couldn’t afford to buy new clothes,
even gasoline for their car. Businesses closed. There wasn’t
enough tax revenue to provide services. Schools closed, fire
stations and police stations were reduced to skeleton staffs,
roads went unrepaired, street lights burned out and were not
replaced, sewers broke down and drainage overflowed into
streets. Row after row of stores abandoned by tenant and
landlord alike were boarded up, squatted in by the homeless,
or burned.
“We probably would have come through it but the
drought finished us,” she says. It affected not only California
but also the plains states. At first food became more and more
expensive, then meat began to disappear from the markets,
and finally even grains became hard to get. Eventually, even
water was rationed by increasing the price. Everyone had a
vegetable garden in their backyards, and many fenced their
front yards as well, and people didn’t bathe very much, it
wasted too much water.”
For Bran, the stories were like exploring a cave for the
first time with a strong light. He resented that young people
at the Glade hadn’t been told more. The Glade has no books
except for a few dealing with the most practical matters, first
aid and medicine, plant and animal diseases, and natural
remedies. True to his pragmatism, Ragnar believed that
the world suffered from too much education and too little
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understanding. “I never met a fox that could read or a scholar
who could snare a rabbit,” he would say. He taught them
only what people needed to survive.
Bran yawns and looks across the room at the shadows
from the fire. Maybe Ragnar has taken pragmatism too far.
Bran would have liked to have known more about the world,
if only to understand why the people of the Glade had given
up on it. Idle thoughts won’t pluck the chicken. The saying,
also Ragnar’s, came to him. If tomorrow is like today he will
need a good rest. He can’t undo what has happened, but he
can get a good night’s sleep. That much is in his power. He
lies down near Ephus, puts his pack under his head, and
pulls his poncho over him.
The old woman sets the shotgun down on the floor
beside her bed. She lies back and covers herself with a thick
patchwork quilt. There is no sound but the occasional snap
of the collapsing fire. Only a few hours ago he had been with
Mavis. So much has happened in one day.
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